Jeep cherokee flat tow wiring harness

Flat Tow Kit. Who has had the problem with front wheel wobble due to the change to an electric
steering on Jeep Cherokee's with the Active Drive II option and had to have the Jeep front tow
harness kit installed kit instructions PDF on this post on their Jeep Cherokee. Our Cherokee
was just fine for two years. Then two bad experiences this past fall. The noted PDF sure looks
like more than an hour? Doing the research now. My question is what to get for a battery
charger as the system needs charging with the new harness when towing? From coach chassis
battery: Inline fuse, 8 gauge wire to tow electrical connection, 8 gauge wire from there to toad
battery with fuse just before battery yes, important to have fuse at both ends, since both
batteries are "hot". This will charge the toad battery any time the coach chassis battery is
charged actually, will just insure that the voltage is the same. If you want to only have the toad
battery charged while the coach engine is running, just run this through a relay that is turned on
by an ignition hot source in the coach. Pwick I towed a Cherokee with the harness for two years
and miles without a charger and had no problems. If you have a good battery the draw for a
days drive is minimal, be sure to turn off system when you are in for the night. We usually
unhooked and went out to eat every two or three days. The following information will be of
interest to owners of Jeep Cherokee vehicles model years to who need to obtain the Mopar Flat
Tow Wiring Harness. The part is designed to prevent the Cherokee from wobbling when it is flat
towed behind a motorhome. It must be installed by an authorized Jeep dealer. Three Cherokee
owners in different parts of the country recently contacted me and said they have had trouble
finding a Jeep dealer who can obtain the wiring harness. One owner said he was told by Jeep
Customer Service that there is a nationwide back order of units and that the part will not be
available until late spring or early summer. Another owner said his dealer told him that the part
might not be available until July. Fiat Chrysler has been vague, at best, about this issue. On
Feb. If you are trying to obtain the Mopar Flat Tow Wiring Kit from a dealer, this information may
be helpful:. We have a '16 Grand Cherokee and don't have the death wobble issue so I'm not
intimately familiar with the way the manufacturer has handled this. Here's how I understand it.
To me, enough is enough. I'm not a proponent of handling issues like this through the legal
system but this certainly smells like a class action to me. We have a Grand Cherokee and in the
last 7, miles of towing had the wobble twice. There is a thread running on IR2 about this issue
the Grand Cherokee and there isn't a fix for it but Fiat is working one but the problem is it took
them two years to fix the problem in the Cherokee. The wiring harness you talking goes on just
the Cherokee and will not work on the Grand Cherokee. The second time it accrued it was
violent enough that we decided not to tow it 4 down anymore and purchased a Wrangler to tow
4 down. You own the Grand Cherokee you can get the death wobble and Fiat solution is not to
tow 4 down but on a trailer with all wheels off the ground and that is the official responds from
Fiat to CYA. CWSWine, were your wobbles at low speed when turning or at higher speed when
going straight? What tow bar and base plate do you use? Is your tow bar height level to Jeep?
They were turning at low speeds one was turning left and one right. I use all blue ox tow bar and
baseplate. One was with my Cricket golf cart in the back and one without. My tow bar is as close
to perfectly level as I can get it less than 1 inch high. I had heard there were issues with the '17
Grand Cherokee. Sorry to hear. Did Jeep change steering control from '16 to '17? Ours is a '16
purchased new in July of ' Have not experienced the wobble. My contact at Fiat Chrysler told me
this week Feb. Looks like the part number will stay the same. I am new to Class A but went
down and bought a Cherokee Trailhawk in Oct of because we were told this was a great vehicle
to flat tow. As witnessed by these posts, have not been able to tow once. This has been
upsetting. We have been told the harness will now be released March I was not aware I have to
charge my battery. I also am not exactly the most mechanical person alive. Is there a charger
you can buy? If you only go miles a day would it be necessary? Also because of the harness
issue we do not have a towing mechanism yet. We need something simple. Does anyone have
thoughts of which one would be best for a rookie? There a number of very good Tow Bars on
the market. They all hook up in the same manner. Hook up the Safety Cables some are straight
while some are coiled. Hook up the Electrical cable. Hook up the Safety Brake Away cable. As I
said they are all similar. This will tell me that I am truly in neutral. Turn off the engine, remove
the key, fold in the mirrors and lock the doors. Too many issues with The Cherokee and the
Grand Cherokee. Again IMHO in my humble opinion. Thanks Herman. I agree about the
Cherokee situation. I got a little overwhelmed with the purchase of the motor home itself and did
not do the proper vetting of the tow vehicle. I should have known better as the dealer was
pushing it as the only vehicle he had on the lot that was 4 wheels down towable. Not what we
had in mind when we decided to get the Class A Be aware that the FMCA towing guide reflects
what the vehicle manufacturer says about towability four wheels down. So, it is "tainted". Some
vehicles that are towable from a mechanical standpoint may not be deemed towable by the
manufacturer, because corporate lawyers often hold sway over engineers when it comes to

striking those that could be towed from a mechanical standpoint because of liability or warranty
rears. And, sometimes, the engineers have done insufficient testing of flat towabilty-- it
represents such a small percent of market, that it is not really subject to the same tough
standards. When was the last time you saw or heard of a Jeep engineer testing a new product
by flat towing it behind a motorhome. And, towing behind a motorhome is different than flat
towing behind, say, a PU, as the tow vehicle's overhang leads to very different issues. I have
noticed the FMCA towing guide gets shorter every year. Yes you are right about that. The guy
trying to sell the car was very excited about how great it towed Actually elk you bring up a
subject I know nothing about. Would it be a mistake to buy a dolly or something that I would
drive my 2 front tires of the Cherokee onto and tow it that way. Someone had told me that was
not a good way to go There are so many ways for you to tow a vehicle. They all have their good
and bad points. Tow dolly, trailer, enclosed trailer or a 4x4 vehicle however not all 4x4s' are the
same. You will be able to leave a comment after signing in. Prev 1 2 3 Next Page 1 of 3.
Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted January 19, Share this post Link to post Share on
other sites. Posted January 26, Posted January 27, Our Cherokee tows just fine Posted
February 2, What type of charger is being used for those that have made the correction? Posted
February 6, Posted February 8, Jeep sold these vehicles to customers stating that they are flat
towable and the same is stated in the owner's manual. Many customers who had purchased the
Cherokee claimed of the Death Wobble issue. Videos online support the claim. Jeep
investigates the issue and agrees with the problem. Jeep's fix is that the customer is to
purchase a wiring harness and have it installed at the owner's expense. Some dealers are not
aware of the need to retro-fit and other dealers claim the harness is not available at this time.
John's post above supports this statement. Sorry for the rant Posted February 9, Posted
February 23, Posted February 25, Thanks in advance! It is beyond irritating Good luck, Herman.
Please sign in to comment You will be able to leave a comment after signing in Sign In Now. Go
To Topic Listing. Sign In. If you are taking the entire family cross-country, being cramped in a
small vehicle for the entire trip may not be ideal, even if you have an amazing camper for the pit
stops. But, you may be wondering, can I take my beloved jeep with me on this trip? Never fear,
this guide will explain what your options are for flat-towing a Jeep behind an RV. You are well
on your way to having the best of both worlds. We will make sure you have all the information
you need to start flat towing your Jeep behind your RV safely. You may be wondering about a
specific Jeep and what trim levels can be flat towed. Here is a comprehensive list of each Jeep
with special considerations if applicable to that model. A Jeep Compass cannot be flat towed.
This is not dependent upon the trim level, unfortunately. It is possible to tow a Jeep Compass
behind your RV or motorhome if you put it on a trailer. You must ensure that all four years are
on the trailer. Do not tow your Jeep Compass via dolly towing. You cannot flat tow a Jeep
Renegade behind your RV or motorhome. This is applicable for all trim levels. Do not attempt to
flat tow your Jeep Renegade. If all four wheels are on a trailer, you may be able to tow your Jeep
Renegade depending upon the towing capacity of your RV or motorhome. You can flat tow a
Jeep Cherokee behind your RV or motorhome dependent upon trim level. If your Jeep Cherokee
has a single-speed Power Unit, it cannot be flat towed. You can tow it on a trailer, as long as all
four wheels are on a trailer. For some trim levels, you must use the Mopar towing kit in order to
not void the warranty on your vehicle. If your Grand Cherokee does not have 4-LO cannot be flat
towed. As well, SRT models cannot be flat towed. The Jeep Wrangler is one of the most popular
vehicles to flat-tow behind an RV in the country. Good news! Any model of Jeep Gladiator can
be flat towed behind your RV or motorhome. Now that you have more information about each
specific model of Jeep, and have determined if your Jeep can be flat towed behind your RV or
Motorhome, it is important to realize that the specifications behind flat towing each vehicle will
not be consistent from model to model. Some models will have specific towing kits that will
need to be purchased in order to flat tow, and others may have recommendations or vehicle
settings that need to be enacted before you begin flat towing your Jeep. For one, there is the
expense of buying a proper trailer and maintaining it. Not to mention, you will also need to find
additional space to store a trailer for your vehicle. If you already own an RV or motorhome, your
storage space is probably becoming pretty limited, understandably. Another thing to consider:
you also will need to have extra space at your campsite, hotel, or other lodgings in order to
store your trailer. An RV or Motorhome is already going to take up more space than your typical
parking space, so this can prove to be rather difficult. When it comes to ease of use, there is no
competition for flat towing. You essentially can unhitch your vehicle and go, which is crucial
when time is of the essence. When you are using a trailer, you are going to have to load and
unload your vehicle during every stop of your trip. This can prove to be too tedious for the
average user. Why put a damper on your trip with un-needed work? Flat towing, otherwise
known as four-down or dingy towing, is the best alternative to using a trailer when your vehicle

allows for it. You attach a tow bar to your vehicle and let your vehicle roll behind your RV or
motorhome as you drive. The only issue is if your Jeep is suitable for flat towing or not. All you
had to worry about was the towing capacity of your RV or motorhome. Now with automatic
transmission being the norm, flat towing can do a lot of damage to your vehicle, and can even
void your warranty. This is the reason you have seen so many towing companies move towards
tow trucks that only put all four wheels on the trailer. They were often getting successfully sued
by car owners who had damage done to their vehicles due to flat towing or dolly towing.
Whether or not a vehicle with automatic transmission can be flat towed depends on the
transmission lubrication. Many off-roading vehicles made by other manufacturers other than
Jeep still cannot be towed because they do not have a well-lubricated transmission. Toyota,
Lexus, and Scion all fall into this category. Why is this? Well, it is because these vehicles
require constant lubrication via a pump in the engine in order to keep the wheels spinning. In a
four-down situation, which requires constant rotation of the tires, you can see why this could
result in disaster once the lubrication has gone dry. Jeeps that can be towed dinghy style have
a manual transmission case that will allow for constant lubrication when the vehicle is placed
into neutral. This is why so many Jeep models and trims can be flat towed. This will give you
the short answer as well as making sure you are putting your car into the appropriate settings,
like shifting it into neutral, before you begin towing. I've had a passion for four-wheel-drive
vehicles since I was a kid riding in the back seat of my Grandfather's Jeep Grand Wagoneer. I
have owned a lot of vehicles over the years. They each have their pros and cons and I look
forward to sharing my knowledge with you so you can find the vehicle that's just right for your
needs. When it comes to trucks, Ford makes the best. Ford specializes in making trucks, and
they have perfected the formula over the years. From the F to the Ranger all the way up to the
Ford Heavy Certain aspects are considered during the manufacturing of any vehicle, one of
them being the vehicle's towing capacity. If you've reached the limits of your trucks current
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